Abstract. Use case slice, clearly lacks composition mechanism due to which it is difficult to manage variabilities in Software Product Lines. A use case slice can only convey the design of a single member of a product line. Aspect-based modeling of use case slices look to be a promising solution but there are few issues within their composition mechanism. Aspect-based modeling of use case slices clearly lack a strong and familiar algebraic model and also fails to address precedence management issues among artifacts such as pointcuts and advices. This paper suggests a composition mechanism, for aspect-based implementation of use case slices, which would provide a familiar algebraic model and will resolve issues related to precedence management. In this paper we have discussed about a hypothetical aspect-based Expressions Product Line (EPL) and have shown how the use case slices can be used to model the variabilities in EPL.
Introduction
Product line engineering is defined as "a set of software-intensive systems that shares a functionally overlapping, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment or mission, and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way" [2] . The key benefits of switching to product line engineering are two folds, firstly, it tries to improve the development efficiency for the family of related systems by facilitating large scale reuse and secondly, it allows sharing the maintenance effort for developing other members of the product line [1] . Product line requirements are of two types namely commonality and variability. The variability deals with the separation of the generic from specific aspect or concern in a product line infrastructure. If the variability issues are not addressed properly the system may fail to deliver what it promises. Thus there is a need for a modeling language with a composition mechanism that can efficiently capture the variabilities in a product line system and ensures that the system functions as it is intended to.
Section 2 below gives a brief introduction to the aspect-based approaches in software engineering and discusses about the modularizing units of the use case, use case slices. Section 3 gives a brief introduction to the aspect-based EPL product line. This paper tries to demonstrate how the aspect-based use case slices can help in managing variabilities or concerns across different products in the EPL product line. The demonstration part constitutes section 4. Section 5 finally concludes the paper.
1. The use case slices lack a clear composition model to map use case models to concrete working implementations. 2. The translation of the use case slices to the source code in AspectJ highlights the missing of an important compositional issue, precedence management. 3. The concern's (specific extensions) being specific to a use case slice inhibits its reuse. This can be mitigated by keeping the concerns not so specific to a use case slice. 4. A single use case is not limited to have a single concern (pointcut and advice) and so a single use case slice can have multiple concerns [3] . For example, if multiple advices are superimposed at the same joinpoint then there is no way to assign an ordering on the composition of these advices at a given joinpoint. In short the composition mechanism for the aspect-based implementation of use case slices has to address issues related to precedence management.
In the next section we will be discuss about a aspect-based product line EPL and also show how the use case slices can be used to model the features of the EPL.
EPL Aspect-based Product Line
This paper uses a simple aspect-based product line based on the Extensibility problem called as Extensibility Problem Line (EPL) discussed in [4] . The EPL consists of a family of programs with a mix of new operations and datatypes to represent expressions of the language defined below: The EPL has been chosen in this context because this problem has been studied widely within the context of programming language design where the focus is in archiving data type and operation extensibility in a type-safe manner. The EPL is a two-dimensional matrix where the rows represent the data types and the columns specify the operations. Each of the matrix entry is a feature or a program of this aspect-based product line. Each of these features or the programs implements the operation, described by the column, on the data type, specified by the row. Figure 1 below gives a matrix representation of the EPL. The operation Eval and Print on data types Lit and Add is composed with features lp, le, ap, ae, sp and se.
A class named operation creates instances of the datatype classes and invokes their operation. In the class operation there are two functions namely operate1() and operate2(). The operate1() takes two argument of type Exp and operates on them i.e. "Exp2 + Exp1" or "Exp2 -Exp1". The operate2() takes a single argument of type Exp and operates on them i.e. "Add: Exp Exp + Exp" or " Sub: Exp Exp -Exp" [4] . Figure 2 below shows how particular features ap of the EPL can be represented using a use case slice.
In Figure 2 above it can be observed that the concern is an integral part of the use case slice ap. It is because of this integration (concerns being integral part of the use case slice) the reuse of the concerns gets inhibited. To mitigate this inhibition we have proposed to keep concerns away from the use case slice (base code) thus enabling the concerns to be reusable software artifacts. In addition to that we propose to breakdown the concern's in to pointcuts and advices and make each individual piece as a reusable software artifacts. Finally we have proposed a composition mechanism that will take care of how these software artifacts will bind (binding of advices with pointcuts) together during run time.
The advices can selectively bind with the pointcuts using a hash table lookup and the stereotype <<binds>> as shown in Figure 3 below. Each row entry in the hash table lookup holds a pair suggesting which advice will bind with which pointcut for a particular combination of the base class and pointcut. For example a pair (P1,ad1()) suggests that the advice ad1() will bind with pointcut P1. The blue boxes in Figure 3 below represent the hash table lookup entries. The hashing key for selecting a particular row in the hash table lookup is determined by the combination of the base class (base code) name and the name of the pointcut. The hash table lookup thus has two columns, the first column holds the hashing key value (base class name, name of the pointcut) and the second column holds a set of selective binding suggestions (pointcut name, advice name). Therefore our composition mechanism supports a predetermined selective binding between the advices and the pointcuts. These selective binding criteria's are hard coded and they determine which particular advice will bind with which particular pointcut. The design of the hash table lookup and the issues behind its design are beyond the scope of this paper.
Though separating the pointcuts and advices from the use case slice enhance their reuse but at the design stage (defining relations between the artifacts) these separated software artifacts may sometimes lead to potential conflicts arising due to their interaction. A situation, in which many different advices may be required to be superimposed at a particular joinpoint, will result in to a potential inconsistency problem [6] . According to Zhang et. al. incorrect interference of the advices at a particular joinpoint may lead to the change of the state of the base program. This problem can be mitigated by declaring precedence relationship which tries to order the composing of the advices at a particular joinpoint. Thus it will be the responsibility of our composition mechanism to assign precedence relation on selective binding of advices with pointcuts. Thus it is important to ensure that our composition mechanism implement solutions to address precedence management issues and also support an algebraicbased composition model. The algebraic-based composition is suggested in the belief that reusability of pointcuts can be archived and at the same time precedence logic can also be formulated.
Proposed Composition Mechanism
To develop a composition mechanism for composing the advices and pointcuts we have to look in to the following issues:
1. To provide an algebraic model for composing the pointcuts. 2. To introduce a precedence declaration on and between advices.
To enhance the reusability of the pointcuts and advices the composition mechanism has to implement two distinct categories of composition mechanism namely the pointcut composition and advice composition. This composition mechanism is similar to the Motorola weaver Weavr discussed in [6] .
Pointcut Composition
The algebraic model for our composition mechanism is inspired by the algebraic model discussed in [6] . To support the composition of the pointcuts the composition mechanism should support boolean operators like && (AND), || (OR) and the! (NOT). The AND operator indicates the intersection of the set of joinpoints. The OR operator indicates the union of the set of joinpoints and the NOT operator indicates the difference of the set of joinpoints. These boolean operators help in composing a new pointcut using the existing pointcuts. For example, if there is an expression in our EPL such as Add(Add(Exp1), Add(Exp2))where s(Exp exp1,Exp exp2) {operate2(exp2), operate2(exp1), operate1(exp1,exp2)}.
Let us suppose we need a pointcut P3 for this expression that combines both pointcuts P1 and P2 in such a way that if one pointcut exists then the other should not. This can be represented in our composition mechanism as (((P2 !(P1)) && (P2 !(P1))), thus avoiding the creation of the pointcut P3 and enhancing the reuse of the pointcut P1 and P2. Here P1, P2 and P3 are the names of the pointcut.
Combining the basic operators AND, OR and NOT much complex boolean operators namely, XOR and NAND can be implemented in our composition mechanism. We are currently investigating on the implementation complexity and benefits offered by the Boolean operators XOR and NAND. Considering the limited scope in terms of space in this paper we have avoided further discussions about XOR and NAND Boolean operators. 
Advice Composition
The advice composition tries to bind and execute the advice instance at a given joinpoint in a particular order. It was pointed out earlier in this paper that sometimes different advices may have to bind at a particular joinpoint. In such circumstances it is important to ensure that the order in which the advices bind at a particular joinpoint is controlled by defining some precedence ordering. In this paper we suggest using the stereotype <<follows>> to impose a precedence order between different advices. Figure 4 above pictorially represents the composition of two advices, advice 1 and advice 2, using the precedence logic, given in the precedence logic table and the <<follows>> stereotype. The precedence logic table is also a hashing table and is similar to the hash table lookup discussed in the earlier section. The precedence logic table suggests the precedence relation (order of execution) between any two or more advices that will bind at a particular joinpoint. The hashing key for the precedence table is a set that lists the name of the all the advices that will bind at a particular joinpoint. The design of the precedence logic table and the issues behind its design is beyond the scope of this paper. A small example is consider here to demonstrate how our proposed composition mechanism will tackle issues related with precedence management at a particular joinpoint if Advice 1 has precedence over the Advice 2, and if Advice 1 and Advice 2 has a "before" and "after" actions, then the "before" of Advice 1 will be executed before the execution of the "before" of Advice 2 and the "after" of Advice 2 will be executed before the "after" of Advice 1. If the pointcuts P1 and P2 match a single joinpoint in the base code, then the advice instantiation order at this joinpoint would be Pointcut1-Advice1, Pointcut2-Advice1, Pointcut1-Advice1, and Pointcut2-Advice2. If both the Advice1 and Advice2 have a "before" and "after" action then the execution order enforced by our composition mechanism would be:
Before action in the Pointcut1-Advice1. Before action in the Pointcut2-Advice1. Before action in the Pointcut1-Advice2. Before action in the Pointcut2-Advice2. Original actions to be performed at the joinpoint. After action in the Pointcut2-Advice2. After action in the Pointcut1-Advice2. After action in the Pointcut2-Advice1. After action in the Pointcut1-Advice1.
The advantages realized using this advice composition is:
1. The advices being an independent entity can selectively bind with any pointcuts using the <<binds>> stereotype based on the hard coded selective binding criteria thus loosely coupling the software artifacts and enabling them to be reusable. 2. If two or more advices are to be associated at a single joinpoint then a precedence management can be established between these advices using the <<fol-lows>> stereotype and the precedence logic hard coded in the precedence logic table.
The crux behind this approach is to first develop a use case, based on the requirement obtained from the stakeholders of the system and convert those use cases in to use case slices. After the use case slices are developed the concern (pointcuts and advices) from the use case slice is removed and is maintained as separate features or software artifacts. Using the composition mechanism, discussed above the use case slices can be exploited to model variabilities entitled by the family of related products in the aspect-based product line systems.
Conclusions and Contribution
In this paper we have shown how the use case slices can be used for modeling and synthesizing the products of the aspect-based product line system EPL. The main contributions of this paper are A) Proposing that keeping software artifacts, pointcuts and advice, separate from the use case slice would enhance reuse of the software artifacts and as well enable use case slices to support the variability encountered in the aspect-based product line systems. B) Proposing a composition mechanism support for use case slices in the form of pointcuts composition and advice composition. This composition mechanism provides an algebraic model to compose various software artifacts and at the same time helps resolve issues related to precedence management.
